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My problem was, what kinds of sound barriers reduce freeway traffic noise the best for people
who live or work close to freeways?  My hypothesis was, that tall sound barriers that were made
of bricks, covered with vines, and that border sunken freeways would reduce freeway traffic
noise the most.  To test my hypothesis, I went to different freeway locations with different sound
barriers and took five sound readings at each location.  I averaged the readings for each location
to see which sound barrier worked the best.  I found that the location with a building buffer zone
reduced sound the best. The second best was a freeway on a hill with lots of vegetation and the
houses were in the shadow zone.  The third best was a field buffer zone.  My conclusions were
that buffer zones and walls reduced freeway noise but we need to pass laws, manufacture
quieter cars, and experiment with better and less expensive sound barriers.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

My project is the study of the effects of different sound barriers on freeway traffic noise.
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university X under the supervision of Dr. Y; Participant in NSF Young Scholars Program) See Display Regulation #8 on page 4.

My dad took me to the locations and helped type.  My mom and my sister helped me with the
backboard.  Mr. Sarraf and Mr. Matevosian of Caltrans and Mr. Feith, past Director of the EPA Noise
Standards and Regulations Office, let me interview them.


